Translocation of oleic acid across the erythrocyte membrane. Evidence for a fast process.
To clarify divergent views concerning the mechanism of fatty acid translocation across biomembranes this issue was now investigated in human erythrocytes. Translocation rates of exogenously inserted radioactive oleic acid across the membrane of native cells were derived from the time-dependent increase of the fraction of radioactivity becoming non-extractable by albumin. No accumulation of non-extractable unesterified oleic acid occurred. The rate of transfer was markedly suppressed by SH-reagents and by ATP-depletion. The suppression, however, resulted from a mere decrease of incorporation of oleic acid into phospholipids and was not accompanied by an increase of non-extractable unesterified oleic acid. These findings were reconcilable with the concept of a slow, possibly carrier-mediated fatty acid transfer as well as a very fast presumably, diffusional process not resolvable by the albumin extraction procedure. This ambiguity was resolved by using resealed ghosts, which are unable to incorporate oleic acid into phospholipids. In such ghosts all of the oleic acid inserted into the membrane remains extractable by albumin even after prolonged incubation. On the other hand, ghosts containing albumin accumulated non-extractable oleic acid. The rate of accumulation was beyond the time resolution of the albumin extraction procedure at 4 degrees C. Oleic acid uptake into albumin-containing ghosts became kinetically resolvable when the fatty acid was added as a complex with albumin. Correspondingly, time-resolvable release of oleic acid, originally complexed to internal albumin, into an albumin-containing medium was demonstrated at 4 degrees C. Rate and extent of these redistributions of oleic acid were dependent on the concentrations of internal and external albumin. This indicates limitation by the dissociation of oleic acid from albumin and not its translocation across the membrane. Translocation of oleic acid, which is probably a simple diffusive flip-flop process, must therefore occur with a half-time of less than 15 s. These findings raise doubts on the physiological role of presently discussed concepts of a carrier-mediated translocation of fatty acids across plasma membranes.